The Science of TV’s The Big Bang Theory
by Dave Zobel

Errata
as of 22 June 2015

1. half-title page bottom
   [delete text] P.T.O

2. p. xxi bottom
   [incorrect text] Jenijoy LaBelle
   [correct text] Jenijoy La Belle

3. p. 79 top
   [incorrect text] Chris Brennan
   [correct text] Chris Brennen

4. p. 133 middle
   [incorrect text] let along
   [correct text] let alone

5. p. 150 middle
   [incorrect text] hypothesis
   [correct text] Hypothesis

6. p. 261 middle
   [incorrect text] Dave Lovelace
   [correct text] David C. Lovelace

7. p. 270 middle (endnote 3)
   [incorrect text] “The Itchy Brain Simulation” (Season 7, Episode 8),
   [correct text] “The Infestation Hypothesis” (Season 5, Episode 2),

8. p. 323 middle
   [incorrect text] light slows down
   [correct text] time stretches out

9. p. 327 top
   [incorrect text] immediately family
   [correct text] immediate family

10. p. 358 top
    [incorrect text] upper body strength.”
    [correct text] upper body strength.”

11. p. 360 middle (endnotes)
    [add text] 5. “The Big Bran Hypothesis” (Season 1, Episode 2)
12. p. 377 middle
   [incorrect text] in order for researchers
   [correct text] in order for the researchers

13. p. 384 top
   [incorrect text] a short woman
   [correct text] a tall woman

14. p. 384 top
   [incorrect text] she's she's
   [correct text] she's